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ABSTRACT
The present study analyzed the relationship between domain-general abilities and fraction
knowledge in fifth grade, and investigated the mediating role of division competence in that
relationship. Children (n = 175) were assessed in fourth grade on domain-general abilities
(selective attention, working memory, fluid intelligence) and on division competence; and in fifth
grade on fraction conceptual knowledge. Mediation analyses revealed that domain general
abilities were direct predictors of fraction concepts, and division competence mediates the 32%
of the effect of working memory and the 17% of the effect of intelligence on fraction knowledge.
These findings support the assumptions of those theoretical models of numerical cognition that
proposed a central role of general cognitive abilities for mathematics learning and indicate that
there are distinct pathways from general cognitive abilities to fraction conceptual knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
Fraction knowledge is of particular importance in educational mathematics (DeWolf, Bassok, & Holyoak,
2015; 2016; Torbeyns, Schneider, Xin, & Siegler, 2014). The integrated theory of numerical development
suggests that its learning improves the students’ comprehension on numeral systems and operations,
contributing to the process of learning more complex mathematical concepts (Siegler & Lortie-Forgues, 2017;
Siegler, Thompson, & Schneider, 2011). There is consistent empirical evidence indicating that fraction
understanding constitutes one of the most important predictors of learning more advanced mathematical
content, such as algebra (Booth & Newton, 2012; Booth, Newton, & Twiss-Garrity, 2014; DeWolf et al., 2015;
2016; Siegler et al., 2012).
Fraction learning represents a challenge for students, as they have to include a series of concepts in
opposition to their previous knowledge of whole numbers (e.g., fractions allow to represent a magnitude
through different expressions, fractions composed with greater number of digits do not always have a higher
value, etc.). This leads to a significant number of students experiencing difficulties in their comprehension
(Carpenter, Corbitt, Kepner, Lindquist, & Reys, 1980; Chan, Leu, & Chen, 2007). In the context of Latin
America, for instance, the results of the Third Regional Comparative and Explanatory Study (TERCE in
Spanish) (Flotts, Manzi, Jiménez, Abarzúa, Cayuman, & García, 2016) suggested that only 5.1% of the
representative sample of students of sixth grade was capable of solving complex problems with fractions.
Similar problems in fraction learning were also reported in students from Asia, Europe and North America
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(e.g., Carpenter et al., 1980; Chan et al., 2007; Gabriel, Coché, Szucs, Carette, Rey, & Content, 2013), denoting
that difficulties in fraction understanding occur in many educative systems.
Several theoretical models and empirical studies have indicated that general cognitive abilities (e.g.,
attention, intelligence) constitute central variables during mathematics learning (Geary 2004; Geary et al.,
2008; Lefevre et al., 2010). As regards fractions, the contribution of selective attention, working memory and
fluid intelligence to explain fractions has been mainly considered in the literature (Hansen et al., 2015; Jordan
et al., 2013). Selective attention –also known as access or perceptual inhibition– is the capacity to focus
attention on relevant information while suppressing the interference from the irrelevant one (Diamond, 2013;
Hasher, Lustig, & Zacks, 2007). This capacity prevents irrelevant information from gaining access to working
memory, allowing the controlled information processing to achieve goals (Hasher et al., 2007).
Working memory constitutes a limited capacity system involved in the active storage and processing of
information during short temporary periods of time (Miyake & Shah, 1999). The working memory model of
Baddeley and Hitch (1974) constitutes one of the most accepted models in the literature. Its first version
distinguishes three components: two slave systems –involved in the active storage of information– and a
central executive, responsible for manipulating, updating and monitoring interferences during information
storage (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2012). This last component is considered the nucleus of working
memory (Engle, 2002; Engle & Kane, 2004, in Peng, Barnes, Namkung & Sum, 2016), as it controls and
coordinates the active storage and processing of information in the other components of this system.
Finally, fluid intelligence is the capacity to deliberately use mental operations with the purpose of solving
new problems (those in which overlearned abilities and prior knowledge are not appropriate) (Cattell, 1971).
Those mental operations include producing inferences, developing concepts, classifying, generating, and
contrasting hypothesis, identifying relationships and transforming information (McGrew, 2009; McGrew &
Evans, 2004; Kane & Gray, 2005).
Fraction learning is mainly developed by solving problems that require identifying the relevant
information and suppressing the irrelevant one, representing, manipulating, and updating number and/or
spatial relationships among variables, identifying and abstracting number relationships among factors,
making inferences, and contrasting hypothesis. Therefore, it is expected that selective attention, working
memory, and fluid intelligence contribute to this learning. Nonetheless, the empirical evidence shows different
results regarding the contribution of these cognitive abilities to fraction knowledge and there are some
controversies regarding the direct or mediated nature of their relation.
Concerning the direct effects of cognitive abilities on fraction knowledge, Jordan et al. (2013) reported that
student’s attentional capacity in third grade predicted fraction conceptual knowledge in fourth grade; while
Namkung and Fuchs (2015) did not find a significant contribution of attention capacity at the beginning of
fourth grade to fraction conceptual knowledge at the end of fourth grade. Regarding working memory, some
authors indicated that this process in first (Bailey, Siegler & Geary, 2014) and fifth (Hansen et al., 2015) grade
predicted fraction conceptual knowledge in sixth (Hansen et al., 2015) and eighth grade (Bailey et al., 2014).
Nevertheless, other authors have not observed that working memory explained fraction knowledge in fourth
grade (Jordan et al., 2013; Namkung & Fuchs, 2015). Finally, in relation to fluid intelligence, Vukovic et al.
(2014) suggested that this ability in first grade did not explain fraction conceptual knowledge in fourth grade;
nonetheless, other researchers found that this capacity in third and fourth grade predicted fraction conceptual
knowledge in fourth grade (Jordan et al., 2013; Namkung & Fuchs, 2015). The complexity of fraction
knowledge required in different school grades varies, so it is possible that the differing results among studies
are due to their differences in the school grade analyzed.
On the other hand, learning mathematics shows a hierarchical structure, where the consolidation of the
simplest knowledge supports the development of more complex concepts and abilities (Geary et al., 2008;
Locuniak & Jordan, 2008). There is empirical evidence indicating that attention, working memory and fluid
intelligence are related to prior math knowledge that is necessary to understand fractions (e.g., whole number
calculation ability) (Siegler & Pyke, 2013; Hansen et al., 2015; van der Ven, van der Maas, Straatemeier, &
Jansen, 2013). Therefore it could be possible that attention, working memory and fluid intelligence affect
fraction knowledge indirectly, through their effect on the prior math knowledge that is required to learn
fractions (mediated relation). In such case, prior math knowledge serves as an intermediary (mediator) in the
relation between those cognitive abilities and fraction knowledge. Mediators are those intermediate variables
that represent the generative mechanisms through which the focal independent variable is able to influence
the dependent variable of interest (Baron & Kenny, 1986).
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Empirical studies about indirect relation between cognitive abilities and fraction knowledge are scarce.
Vukovic et al. (2014) showed that attentional capacity in first grade was only indirectly related to fraction
knowledge in fourth grade, through the effect produced by attention on whole number calculation ability in
second grade. Additionally, Ye, Resnick, Hansen, Rodrigues, Rinne, and Jordan (2016) reported that attention,
working memory and fluid intelligence in third grade indirectly affect fraction conceptual knowledge in sixth
grade, being the relationship fully mediated by magnitude reasoning ability in fifth grade. Nonetheless,
contrary to Vukovic et al. (2014), Ye et al. (2016) did not observe any mediating effect of general whole number
calculation ability in fifth grade in the relation between general cognitive processes (attention, working
memory and fluid intelligence) and fraction conceptual knowledge in sixth grade. On balance, the results of
Vukovic et al. (2014) and Ye et al. (2016) suggest that the effect of general cognitive abilities on fraction
knowledge could be mediated by prior math knowledge, and mediators varies according the school grade
analyzed.
Division ability can be considered as a possible mediator of the effect of cognitive abilities on fraction
knowledge. There is empirical evidence indicating that attention, working memory and fluid intelligence are
related to division ability (Siegler & Pyke, 2013; Hansen et al., 2015; van der Ven et al., 2013), and division
ability is theoretically and empirically related to fraction knowledge (Hansen et al., 2015; Sielger & Pyke;
2013). Fractions a/b expression basically shows a division and it is used to express the quotient of a splitting
operation (e.g., “If a piece of chocolate is distributed in equal parts among four children, each child will receive
¼”). Based on the foregoing, initial fraction teaching is usually scaffold on division knowledge (General
Management of Culture and Education, 2018). Due to the above, it is possible that the relation of selective
attention, working memory and fluid intelligence to fraction knowledge occurs both directly and via their effect
on division ability (indirect relation).
Studying the direct and indirect effects of cognitive abilities on fraction learning could provide a more
comprehensive model of fraction understanding. Therefore, the objective of this study is to analyze the
relationship of selective attention, working memory, and fluid intelligence on fraction knowledge in fifth grade
of Argentinean elementary school, and also to establish if this relation is mediated by division ability. This
school grade is of interest because it represents an intermediate point in the process of fraction teaching in
the educative system of Argentina (Ministry of Education, 2011). In this educative system, the systematic
teaching of fractions is introduced in fourth grade, mainly by working with sharing or partitioning problems
linked to division and which solution involves common fraction expressions (e.g., “Four brothers share three
pizzas equally, how much of a pizza does each brother get?”) (General Management for Culture and Education,
2018). Later in fifth and sixth grade students must mainly work with more complex fraction problems (e.g.,
number line estimation problems and equivalence recognition problems with uncommon fractions expressions
and decimal numbers) (General Management for Culture and Education, 2018). This means that fifth grade
represents a leap in the complexity of fraction knowledge required, and this leap might be supported by
division knowledge in fourth grade. On the other hand, fifth grade fraction learning is a highly cognitive
demanding process, so we expect that the three cognitive processes considered in this study to be directly
related to fraction knowledge. In summary, we assume that selective attention, working memory and fluid
intelligence will be related to fractions knowledge both directly and indirectly, via division ability.

METHOD
Participants
A correlational non-experimental design with a mediation hypothesis was conducted. Participants has been
part of a prior study that analyzed the cognitive predictors of division knowledge in fourth grade (Stelzer,
Introzzi, Andres, Richard’s, & Urquijo, 2018). The sample of that study was 175 fourth graders. They came
from three public and a private school located in urban areas in the city of Mar del Plata, Argentina and they
were chosen on a non-probabilistic basis, according to the availability. The present study differ from our prior
one (Stelzer et al., 2018) in the objectives and the measures. The objective of the prior study was to analyze
the cognitive predictors of division knowledge in fourth grade, fraction knowledge was not assessed in that
study because it was not a variable of interest. The present study goal is to analyze the relationship of selective
attention, working memory, and fluid intelligence on fraction knowledge in fifth grade and also to establish if
this relation is mediated by division ability. To archive this goal we followed the participants of Stelzer et al.
(2018) and we assessed their fraction knowledge in fifth grade.
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Only 152 students of Stelzer et al. (2018) participated in fifth grade. The reason for the discontinuity of the
23 other participants was change of school (n=11), or else unknown (n=12). Out of the 152 students that
participated in fifth grade, those cases that presented one of the following conditions were excluded: (a)
previous diagnosis of neurological or mental disorders, (b) birth weight under 2.5 kilograms or born prior to
the 37th week of gestation, (c) score corresponding to the deficient category in the Raven’s Colored Progressive
Matrices Test (1989) (Cayssials, 1993), (d) being under a diagnosis stage, or psychological, psychiatric, or
psycho-pedagogical treatment, and (e) absence of school education on fractions during fifth grade. The final
sample, whose results are the ones reported in this study, included 97 participants (44 boys and 53 girls) of
different social status (SS) (15.6% low; 21.9% medium-low; 17.2% medium; 21.9% medium-high; 23.4% high).

Measures
Health record
It is a questionnaire based on a parental report exploring the variables (a) weeks of pregnancy at birth, (b)
birth weight, (c) neurological or mental disorder diagnosis before the study development, and (d) diagnostic
evaluation, or ongoing psychological, psychiatric, or psycho-pedagogic treatment.

Social status questionnaire
It consists in a semi-structured questionnaire that assess educational level and type of occupation of the
main child breadwinner. Social status was computed using the Hollingshead Index (2011). For its estimation,
the educative level of both parents was defined according to the scale proposed for Argentina by Pascual,
Galperín and Bornstein (1993), and the occupation level was defined according to the Sautú’s EGO 70 social
prestige scale (1989).

Selective attention
We used the Conjunctive Visual Search Task (CVST) from the Cognitive Self-Regulation Test Battery (TAC
in Spanish) (Introzzi & Canet Juric, 2013) and the Perception of Differences Test (FACES-R) (Thurstone &
Yela, 2012). The CVST is a computerized test in which the participant must identify the presence or absence
of a target stimulus (blue square) among a variable set of stimuli that act as distracters (4, 8, 16 and 32
stimuli). The distracters share one of the target’s two perceptual traits: color or form. This fosters visual
similarity among stimuli and generates the interference effect required in order to activate selective attention.
The task is composed by 10 practice trials, followed by 120 experimental trials. The experimental trials are
equally distributed in four conditions defined by the number of distractors (4, 8, 16, and 32). The conditions
are randomly distributed along the experimental trials. In each trial the participant must press two different
keys (Z and M) to indicate whether the target stimulus is present (Z) or absent (M). In every trial half of the
distractors are blue circles and the other half are red squares. The percentage of correct responses in the
condition with 32 distractors (condition of higher interference and greater attentional demand) was used as
indicator of selective attention ability. Previous studies indicated that this task presents appropriate indexes
of reliability and validity in children (Richards, Introzzi, Zamora, & Vernucci, 2017; Richards, Vernucci,
Zamora, Canet Juric, Introzzi, & Guardia, 2017).
The Perception of Differences Test (FACES-R) (Thurstone & Yela, 2012) constitutes a paper-and-pencil
test that shows 180 graphical elements consisting in schematic drawings of faces with mouth, eyes, eyebrows
and hair. These drawings are grouped within rectangles containing three elements (a total of 60 rectangles).
Two of the faces within each rectangle are equal, and the task of the participant is to identify and cross out
the different face within 3 minutes. The test was administered in groups according to the protocol suggested
by Thurstone and Yela (2012). The number of correct responses in 3 minutes was considered as indicator of
selective attention capacity. This test shows adequate levels of reliability and validity for its application to
school children (Thurstone & Yela, 2012).

Working memory
Two dual working memory computerized tasks were administered, one verbal task and one visuospatial
task. Dual tasks show the central executive capacity to control the interferences and to coordinate the active
storage and processing of information in the other components of working memory. Both dual tasks belong to
the Cognitive Self-Regulation Tasks Battery (TAC) (Introzzi & Canet Juric, 2013) and require that the
participant simultaneously execute two activities: a primary and a secondary one. In the case of the verbal
dual task, the primary activity requires to remember a series of numbers that appear on the screen one at a
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time, written in different colors. The secondary activity demand that the participants say aloud the color in
which each number was presented immediately after the number disappears.
On the other hand, the primary activity of the visuospatial dual task is to remember the sequence of
appearance of crosses with different colors presented one at a time on a 4x4 matrix. In the secondary activity
the participants must indicate the color of each cross, using the mouse to point it among a range of colors
presented on the screen after each cross disappears.
In both dual tasks the number of stimuli to remember in the primary activities increases by one at a time
after correctly remembering the stimuli sequence showed. In the case the participant cannot remember the
sequence correctly, another trial is presented, but with the same difficulty. Both tasks are interrupted after
two subsequent incorrect trials. The maximum number of stimulus recalled in each primary activity was taken
as an indicator of WM capacity. Both tasks (verbal and visuo-spatial) show adequate validity and reliability
levels for their application in children (Canet Juric, Introzzi, & Burin, 2015).

Fluid intelligence
It was evaluated by Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices Test (Raven, 1989), which enables to measure
fluid intelligence capacity through shape comparison and analogical reasoning. It is composed by 36 sheets
showing graphical matrices with a missing piece. The participants must identify among six options, the one
that completes the matrix. The participants receive one point per each correct response. This task shows
adequate levels of validity and reliability (Raven, 1989).

Division ability
It was used and adaptation of the task performed by Hansen et al. (2015) and Siegler and Pyke (2013) in
students of fifth, sixth and eighth grade (students between 10 and 14 years old) in the United States. The task
was adapted according to the consolidated knowledge of division expected for fourth grade in the Argentine
Educative System (Ministry of Education, 2011). It consists in a paper-and-pencil test in which six divisions
of growing complexity are presented consecutively and in independent lines (9/3; 10/4; 56/8; 180/60; 1200/400;
306/9). Two points are awarded for each correct response, and one point if the response is correct, but there is
a mistake detected in the process of calculating it. The reliability was estimated by the Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient (α=.82).

Conceptual knowledge of fractions
It consists in a paper-and-pencil test designed according to the activities proposed in textbooks and school
documents of math showing the content of the current curricular design in the Argentine Educative System
(Ministry of Education, 2011). The task is consistent with the tasks used in previous studies to measure
fractions knowledge in students of fourth and fifth grade (9-11 years old) (e.g., Hecht & Vagi, 2010; Jordan et
al., 2013). It includes 36 items evaluating the different dimensions of the concept of fraction, of which 12 items
involve the concept of fractions as a part-whole relation (e.g., “Shade ½ on the figure of a rectangle fragmented
in 10 equal parts”), 10 items measure the concept of the fractions as a ratio (e.g., “Indicate which of the two
fractions presents a higher value”), 10 exercises evaluate fractions as a way to measure magnitude (e.g.,
“Locate 7/3 in a number line from 0 to 3”), 2 exercises evaluate the concept of fractions as an operator function
(e.g., “Calculate 3/7 of 42”) and 2 as a quotient (e.g., “Six friends bought three pizzas and they divided it in
equal parts. How much pizza did each of them eat?”). The participants received 1 point per each correct
response. The total number of correct responses was considered as an indicator of performance. The reliability
of this task resulted high (α =.80)

Proceeding and Ethical Considerations
In fourth grade the parents were requested to authorize their children to participate by signing an informed
consent. The children were informed and the ones having their parents’ informed consent and expressing their
will to participate were evaluated. The children were evaluated during school time, at the educational
institutions they attended, in classrooms prepared for this purpose. Throughout the fourth grade the children
were administered tasks of selective attention, working memory, fluid intelligence, and division ability. The
conjunctive visual search (selective attention) and the dual working memory (verbal and visuo-spatial) tasks
were administered in a sole session of individual evaluation, while the FACES Test (selective attention) and
the evaluations about fluid intelligence and division ability were administered in groups during independent
evaluation sessions, at the ordinary classroom. The questionnaire on social status and the health record were
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of cognitive and mathematics factors
Min.
Max
Fraction knowledge
0
31
Division ability
0
12
Selective attention (conjunction visual search)
53.33
100
Selective attention (CARAS test)
15
50
Working memory (visoespacial dual task)
2
7
Working memory (verbal dual task)
2
5
Fluid intelligence
24
36

M
7.81
5.09
85.82
32.97
3.6
3.31
30.46

SD
6.76
3.16
10.06
8.46
1.31
.87
3.33

Figure 1. Model testing the mediating effect of division ability on the relationship between selective attention
and fraction knowledge
Notes: solid line: direct relation; dashed line: mediated relation
***p<.001; **p<.01;*p<.05

sent to the parents in fourth grade by the school communication notebook. Fraction knowledge was assessed
during the second quarter of the fifth grade, in groups, at the ordinary classroom. Before evaluating the
students’ ability on fractions (fifth grade), we verified, by interviewing the teachers, if the students had
received instructions and a school evaluation on the contents involved in this task.

Data Analysis Plan
Firstly, descriptive analyses on the variables under study were performed (minimal and maximum scores,
means and standard deviations) (see Table 1). As two independent indicators were considered for the
estimation of both the selective attention capacity and working memory, a common factor was extracted to
measure each cognitive ability, and then those factors were used in subsequent analyses.
Secondly, to discard any differences in fraction knowledge according to sex or social status, two parametric
tests were performed (t-test and ANOVA for one factor). Several studies have shown that these variables
influence mathematics learning (e.g. Brown, 1991).
Subsequently, three mediation models were made. These models included the capacity of division as a
mediator of the effect produced by cognitive abilities on fraction knowledge.

Results
Descriptive analysis
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables under study.

Differences in sex and social status
No differences were found in fraction knowledge according to sex (t (91)=-1.38, p=.17) or social status
(F(5,75)=1.46, p=.21).

Mediation analysis
Mediation analysis showed a direct effect of selective attention, working memory and fluid intelligence on
fraction knowledge. The mediation analysis indicated a significant indirect effect of working memory and fluid
intelligence on fraction knowledge, produced via division ability (Figures 1-3).
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Figure 2. Model testing the mediating effect of division ability on the relationship between working memory
and fraction knowledge
Notes: solid line: direct relation; dashed line: mediated relation
***p<.001; **p<.01;*p<.05

Figure 3. Model testing the mediating effect of division ability on the relationship between fluid intelligence
and fraction knowledge
Notes: solid line: direct relation; dashed line: mediated relation
***p<.001; **p<.01;*p<.05

Table 2. Mediation model with dependent variables regressed on mediator and independent variables
Direct effect
Indirect effect
IV
MV
DV
Coef.
SE
Z
Sig.
Sobel coef.
SE
Z
Sig.
%M
SA
DA
FN
3.5
1.04
3.37
.00
.74
.50
1.47
.14
WM
DA
FN
1.7
.74
2.3
.02
.82
.36
2.28
.02
.32
Fl
DA
FN
.63
.16
3.88
.00
.13
.07
1.92
.05
.17

Notes: IV: independent variable; MV: mediator variable; DV: dependent variable; %M: proportion of total effect that is
mediated; SA: selective attention; DA: division ability; FN: fraction knowledge; WM: working memory; FI: fluid intelligence.

As depicted in Table 2 division ability explained the 32% of the effect of working memory and the 17% of
the effect of fluid intelligence on fraction knowledge.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship of selective attention, working memory and fluid
intelligence with fraction knowledge in fifth grade, and to analyze if this relation is mediated by division
ability. Fraction teaching is mainly developed through problem solving that requires: (a) to select the relevant
information inhibiting the interference of irrelevant information, (b) to mentally represent and process
number and/or spatial relationships among elements, (c) to produce inferences, (d) to abstract relationships,
and (e) to contrast hypothesis. Therefore, we anticipated that selective attention, working memory and fluid
intelligence would directly contribute to explain fraction knowledge. Besides, learning mathematics shows a
hierarchical structure, in which the construction of simpler concepts enables to develop more complex concepts
(Geary et al., 2008). Considering the evidence indicating a relationship of selective attention, working memory
and fluid intelligence with the knowledge of division (Hansen et al., 2015; Stelzer et al., 2018; Siegler & Pyke,
2013; van der Ven et al., 2013), as well as the contribution of this knowledge to learning fractions (Hansen et
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al., 2015), we anticipated that selective attention, working memory and fluid intelligence would be also
indirectly related to fraction knowledge, through its effect on division ability.
In general, the results obtained provide evidence in favor of these hypotheses. As regards working memory
and fluid intelligence, it was found that both are directly and indirectly related to fraction knowledge. In the
case of the indirect relation, division ability mediated the 32% of the effect of working memory and the 17% of
the effect of fluid intelligence on fraction knowledge. Fractions a/b format express a division. Moreover, the
use of fractions as quotient implies representing them as the result of an equal distribution operation (e.g., “If
3 pieces of chocolate were divided in equal parts among 4 friends, each friend will receive ¾”). Besides, division
constitutes one of the most complex arithmetic operations, whose estimation usually requires to identify and
to abstract number relationships (e.g., if 12/4=3, then 1200/400=3), as well as to perform a sequential order of
steps and to integrate other operations (1200/400=1200-400-400-400). The first case would mainly involve
fluid intelligence capacity, while the second would involve working memory. This pattern of relationships
would explain why division ability in fourth grade constitutes one of the mechanism by which working memory
and fluid intelligence are related to fraction knowledge in fifth grade.
It is important to highlight that in the case of fluid intelligence, the mediator effect of division ability is
relatively low (17%), suggesting that this capacity affects the knowledge of fractions mostly directly. The
concept of a fraction includes different meanings referred to a part-whole relationship (a relation between a
whole and the amount of parts in which it is being partitioned), a ratio (a relational index between two
quantities), a magnitude (a value that can be located on a number line), a quotient (the result of a division),
and an operator (an operation applied to another magnitude) (Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2007; Kieren,
1976). The curricular design of the Argentine Educative System proposes to reinforce teaching the part-whole
meaning, quotient, magnitude and ratio during fifth year, through the inclusion of problems implying number
relationships of greater complexity and uncommon fractions. Additionally, in this grade the concept of
fractions is introduced as an operator (Ministry of Education, 2011). Fluid intelligence participates in solving
new problematic situations and constructing concepts, thus probably explaining the direct contribution of this
capacity to the development and integration of the different meanings of fractions.
Furthermore, regarding selective attention, the results indicated that its effect on the fraction knowledge
is totally direct, i.e., it is not mediated by division ability. Several studies highlighted that attentional behavior
in the classroom constitutes one of the cognitive factors that could better explain fraction understanding
(Hansen et al., 2015; Jordan et al., 2013; Resnick et al., 2016). Learning fractions presents a challenge for
students, as they should include a series of concepts in conflict with their previous knowledge of natural
numbers. The ability of selecting relevant information and preventing the attentional capture produced by
distractors might produce a better learning as it enables students to get more benefitted from the teacher’s
instructions and to solve more easily the problems with fractions.

Theoretical implications
The results of this study provide empirical evidence in favor of those theoretical models indicating that
general cognitive factors and prior math knowledge play a central role in learning more advance math concepts
(Geary et al., 2008; LeFevre et al., 2010). Recent updates of such models indicated that the effect of some
general cognitive abilities on mathematics learning varies according to the domain of mathematics and to the
level of learning (ongoing versus consolidated) (LeFevre et al., 2013; Sowinski, LeFevre, Skwarchuk,
Kamawar, Bisanz, & Smith-Chant, 2015) and it would be mediated in some cases by a simpler math knowledge
(Fuchs, Hornburg, & McNeil, 2016; Geary, Nicholas, Li, & Sun, 2017; Ye et al., 2016). As regards fraction
conceptual knowledge, Vukovic et al. (2014) suggested that attentional capacity in first grade was only related
indirectly to fraction conceptual knowledge in fourth grade, through its effect on whole number calculation
ability in second grade. Additionally, Ye et al. (2016) reported that the effect of attention, working memory
and fluid intelligence during third grade on fraction conceptual knowledge in sixth grade was totally mediated
by magnitude reasoning ability in fifth grade. Our study contributes to the literature as it shows that in fifth
grade, which represents an intermediate stage in the process of fraction learning in Argentina, fraction
knowledge could be explained by the capacities of selective attention, working memory and fluid intelligence,
and part of the effect of working memory and fluid intelligence is mediated by division ability. In summary,
our results agree with the suggestions of Geary et al.’ (2004; 2006) and LeFevre et al.’ (2010) models, and
provide evidence regarding the specific pattern of relationships between cognitive factors and prior math
knowledge on fraction knowledge in fifth grade.
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Practical implications, limitations and future approaches
The pattern of relationships observed enables to recognize at the beginning of fraction teaching to students
with potential difficulties to learn them. It is important to mention that, although the results of this work
enable to establish direct and indirect relationships between cognitive abilities and fraction knowledge, the
correlational design used does not allow to infer causal relationships among these variables. As far as we know
there are no studies contrasting on an experimental basis the effect of variations in the processes of selective
attention, working memory and fluid intelligence on the performance in division and, consequently, fraction
understanding. Future studies could consider this objective to further understand the effect of cognitive factors
on fraction learning.
In spite of the limitations described before, we expect the results of our work to make further progress in
understanding the role of cognitive factors and previous concepts in the knowledge of fractions, and, in this
way, to contribute to improve teaching practices related to this content.
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